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Decorated by: JoEllyn Johnson. 4' porch potted
lighted tree with flamingos, sand, Christmas
trees, parrots, flip flops and tropical drinks.
Bright lights and pink ribbon. The pot is
wrapped in teal satin. Just plug it in on your bar
and let it take you away to the warm sun and
sandy beaches!!!

1     Christmas On The Beach

Decorated by: Marilyn Cunnea. A Delightful
snow covered 2' Gnome tree will be perfect on
your porch welcoming friends and family for the
holidays.

2     Heading Gnome For Christmas

Decorated by: Vicki Cunnea-Blair. Lighted 24"
country wreath adorned with plaid ribbon and
featuring a sitting reindeer.

3     Christmas Reindeer Wreath

Decorated by: Jan Hibler. 4.5' Lighted tree
decked out with black and white gingham boots,
bulbs and ribbon. Red Lanterns also
compliment this tree along with a matching
gingham stocking.

4     Have A Bootable Woodsey Christmas

Decorated by: Sue Cunnea. Whimsical elves fill
this lighted 3' tree with fun. A delightful book
"How to Catch an Elf" is included.

5     The Elves Made Me Do It

LOT #

Decorated by: Jackie Kurz. Beautifully
decorated lighted 3' white tree filled with
adorable gold Santa boots and lovely ornaments;
tree skirt included.

6     These Boots Are Made For Walking

Decorated by: Sue Cunnea & Sandi Dransfeldt.
30" charming lighted wreath with sparkle
ribbon and snowflakes. Perfect on front door
welcoming friends during the holidays.

7     Joy To The World

Decorated by: Karen Zelko. 4' cashmere
evergreen tree with delightful ever popular red
trucks and woodsy décor draped with gray and
red holiday ribbon. Framed canvas picture and
pillow complete this display.

8     Truckin' Toward Christmas

Decorated by: JoEllyn Johnson. Brighted your
holiday with this whimsical Santa 4' cashmere
tree, filled with tin snowflakes, white and silver
ornaments wrapped in a gray and white scarf.
Standing Santa compliments this ensemble.

9     Here Comes Santa

Decorated by: Sandi Dransfeldt. 4' lighted tree
with rose gold and copper rustic bulbs,
intertwined with gold copper leaves
complimented with sheer bronze ribbon.

10     Have A Sparkling Golden Holiday
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Decorated by: Pat Clemmons, Mary Jo Darin,
Peg Lamping, Sue Putlak. A 6.5' cashmere
double lights tree with burgundy, brown and
cream ornaments, embellished with ivory
poinsettias and a golden sparkle star tree topper
with golden deer heads. Completing the tree is
a golden tulle tree skirt with gold deer guarding
the tree.

11     A Golden Christmas

Decorated by: Mary Baudino. This 5' lighted
slim-line tree would be a favorite of someone
who enjoys hunding; brining them joy each
holiday season. Its whimsical ornaments make
this tree a lot of fun!! Several hunters in action
bring this tree alive, as well as the large
pheasant sitting in the tree. This tree is finished
with a pretty checked bow and tree skirt.

12     A Hunter's Dream

Decorated by: Sue Cunnea, Karen Zelko.
Adorable rustic metal carrier, decked out for
welcoming Santa's arrival, filled with hot
chocolate "bombs", holiday mugs, reindeer
poop. Lighted Christmas tree, and a fleece
blanket complete this delightful ensemble!

13     Ready For Santa & His Reindeer

Decorated by: Sandi Dransfeldt. 24" flocked
pinecone wreath with gray and white striped
bow.

14     Have A Berry Merry Christmas

Decorated by: Sandi Dransfeldt. 30" wreath
with ribbon, pinecones and deer décor.

15     Have A Woodland Christmas

LOT #

Decorated by: Carla Delrose. 30" wreath
beautifully enhanced with berries, pinecones,
greenery and plaid ribbon.

16     "Plaid" Tidings

Decorated by: Karen Zelko. Charming lighted
lantern enriched with sweet snowmen and
greenery.

17     Lighted Vintage Lantern

Decorated by: Karen Zelko. Delightful 2' tree
decorated with gold star lights and ribbon set in
a charming rustic pail.

18     Star Bright Star Delight

Decorated by: Theresa Lamb, Realtor, Century
21 Coleman-Hornsby. Load up the family and
get set for a Christmas adventure…we're
heading home! $50 Gas Gift Card is included.

19     Traveling Home For The Holidays

Decorated by: Karen Zelko. 24" Grapevine
wreath with plaid ribbon, snow covered
pinecones and berries. Antique lighted metal
tree completes this display.

20     Christmas In The Country Wreath

Decorated by: Pat Clemmons, Mary Jo Darin,
Peg Lamping, Sue Putlak. Subtle greeneries,
frosted evergreens along with holly berries
come together to make this beautiful
centerpiece!!

21     Santa Basket
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Decorated by: Karen Zelko. Beautiful Partridge
nestled in a holiday lighted wreath centerpiece
awaiting Christmas' arrival.

22     Nesting Holiday Partridge

Decorated by: Pat Clemmons, Mary Jo Darin,
Peg Lamping, Sue Putlak. 6.5' flocked tree with
red & green ball garland, oodles of sparkling
ornaments with red & white peppermint twist
ribbon throughout. Do not miss the elf feet
diving into the tree!

23     Jingle All The Way

Decorated by: Grundy County Historical
Society. Delightful Advent Calendar filled with
ornaments to decorate your 24" tree as you
count down the days until Christmas.

24     Count Down To Christmas

Decorated by: Carla Delrose. Adorable 2' tree
completes the cutest snowman face ever!
There's a special place just waiting for him in
your home!!

25     Snowmen Melt Your Heart

Decorated by: Sandi Dransfeldt. 12" tree with
battery operated lights and colorful bulbs
bursting out of Santa's boot!

26     Santa…Shake Your Bootie

Decorated by: Sandi Dransfeldt. Beautifully
adorned lighted Lantern with greenery,
sparkling ornaments, berries and holiday
ribbon.

27     Light Up Your Holiday

LOT #

Decorated by: Jan Hibler. 12" Wreath with lady
shoppers READY TO GO!! Red and white
polka-dot ribbon complete this adorable wreath.

28     Chic Christmas Shoppers

Decorated by: Jackie Kurz. Celebrate Santa's
arrival with this adorable 24" wreath.

29     HO HO HO

Decorated by: Sandi Dransfeldt. 24" wreath
with plush golden ribbon complimented by
ornaments and grapevines.

30     Rosey Golden Christmas

Decorated by: Jan Hibler. 22" wreath with green
and white ribbon complimented by pinecones
and winter greens.

31     Winter Spendor

Decorated by: 18" Grapevine wreath with a
charming snowman and burlap ribbon, bringing
joy and happiness to your holidays.

32     Joyful Snowman

Decorated by: Sandi Dransfeldt. 36" wreath
trimmed with black and white buffalo plaid
bulbs and ribbon.

33     Welcome Home For The Holidays

Decorated by: Sue Cunnea. Unique peacock
Blue 4' tree, adorned with irridescent oraments,
tree skirt included.

34     Illuminate Your Holidays
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Decorated by: JoEllyn Johnson. 4' lighted
cashmere tree is sure to warm your heart! The
cuddly soft SLOTH is 3' tall and wrapped up in
the tree. The lights are white with assorted
shaped of brown ornaments through out the
tree. The sheer ribbon bow is brown with
polka-dots and gold edges. The topper star is
brown wire filled with pinecones and small red
ornaments. The burlap skirt says "Merry
Christmas".

35     All Wrapped Up For The Holidays

Decorated by: JoEllyn Johnson. This snowy 3'
tree is battery operated lights. The tree is
adorned with berries, silver ornaments and
puffy owl. The base/pot is covered in burlap and
tied with a bow. The ribbon is gold and brown.
This is a perfect tree to tuck in a corner.

36     Chillin' Owls

Decorated by: Sue Cunnea. Woodworking by:
Dave Finch. Set of 3 lighted pine trees in a
rustic metal tub. Completing the display are a
set of 4 reindeer, handcrafted by our amazing
wood working member, Dave Finch.

37     Winter Wonderland

Decorated by: Heidi Kindelspire - GIGI's. 5'
cashmere tree, embellished with green/gold
ornaments, gold sparkle ribbon, golden candles
with an angel watching over us.

38     A Verde Candlelit Christmas

Decorated by: Sandi Dransfeldt. 4.5' grapevine
tree with grapes intertwined with rustic mesh
ribbon, corks, wine bottle ornaments plus a
hand carved German couple (hidden in the
tree…see if you can find them). Also included
is a bottle of California Wine, 2 wine glasses
and a barrel cork cage.

39     Stay Awhile - Wine A Little

LOT #

Decorated by: Carla Delrose. Delightful 4'
lighted tree filled with YUMMY cupcakes, isce
bars, and more. Supplies included to sparkle
your holidays with "Sweet Treats".

40     Sweet Treats

Decorated by: Carla Delrose. Any girls delight,
4.5' lighted white tree filled with the ever
popular "Barbie Dolls". Pink is the theme here
to brighted up your holidays.

41     A "Barbie" Christmas

Decorated by: Nene Schwartz, Pat Clemmons,
Mary Jo Darin, Peg Lamping, Sue Putlak. 4'
Porch pot cashmere tree with Christmas fabric
masks, toilet paper roll ornaments, hand
sanitizer, assorted black, red and silver bulbs
with a sprinkle of berries.

42     COVID 2020 - Enough Said

Decorated by: Billie Zelko, Karen Zelko. A 3'
lighted white tree beautifully decorated in
shades of turquoise and white sparkling
ornaments.

43     Simply - Elegant

Decorated by: Sue Cunnea. 4' Lighted White
Tree with shades of blues and white ornaments
complimented by a Musee Toile fabric tree
skirt.

44     French Country Christmas

Decorated by: Jan Hibler. 3' lighted tree
embellished with IH Farmall tractors and
antique barns. Complimented by "Heartland
Stories" by Max Armstrong. IH Farmall
toothpick holder and Red Power magazine
complete this display.

45     Red Tractors Are Red Hot For Christmas
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Decorated by: JoEllyn Johnson. The perfect tree
for your office or kids room. 3' lighted fir tree
with John Deere tractors and truck lights with
some gold deer sprinkled in. Handmade John
Deere lighted garland. Tractor play set complete
this display.

46     Christmas On The Farm

Decorated by: Sandi Dransfeldt. 3' lighted tree,
decorated with the popular red trucks, silver
ornaments and tree skirt, complimented with a
red truck plater for holiday entertaining.

47     Special Deliver…Christmas Trees

Decorated by: Sue Cunnea, Jackie Kurz.
Delightful 4.5' flocked tree filled with adorable
snowmen faces and sparkling garland, and
spiffy Top Hat! Tree skirt included.

48     Top Of Christmas Mornin' To You

Decorated by: Carla Delrose. Sweetest 2' lighted
tree set in old-fashion colander with vintage
holiday cookie cutters to bake some special
treats to share with Santa. Cookie supplies are
included.

49     Baking Cookies From Grandma's Kitchen

Decorated by: Carla Delrose. 3' lighted tree,
adorned with whimsical and delightful
gingerbread faces to make you smile.
Accessories included.

50     Gingerbread Warms Your Heart

Decorated by: JoEllyn Johnson. Donated by:
The Wawczak Group of Century 21
Coleman-Hornsby and Lisa Wawczak of
Bellacino's. Winnie the Pooh and friends are
spending Christmas on this 3' lighted fir tree. It
is adorned with collectible Disney ornaments
(some are dated). "Hunny" spills from the honey

51     Christmas In The 100 Acre Woods

LOT #
pot at the top of the tree down to the tree skirt.
Bee lights buzz around throughout the tree. It
all sits on a vintage "Winnie" tree rug (100%
wool, hand hooked area rug). Original boxes for
the ornaments are included.

Decorated by: Jan Hibler. 3' lighted white tree
with blue and silver décor. Antique cups and
saucers made in Austria, Victorian porcelain
doll with elegant attire were donated by Barb
Black. Beautiful silver tree skirt included.

52     Christmas High Tea

Decorated by: Jan Hibler. Beautiful 20" flocked
wreath adorned with winter red berries, frosted
pine cones and eucalyptus sprays.

53     Snowy White Nite

Decorated by: Sandi Dransfeldt. 26" wreath
with gold stars and sprays. Burlap ribbon with
trees completes the charming wreath.

54     Have A Golden Christmas

Decorated by: Jan Hibler. 20" exquisite wreath
of soft greens and silver amid gold accents and
fluffy ribbon.

55     Sparkling Splendor

Decorated by: Jan Hibler. Red berry 18" wreath
with those wonderful red trucks, a cute truck
pillow with red/black gingham
ribbon…"Special Delivery!"

56     Keep Truckin' For Christmas
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Decorated by: Sandi Dransfeldt. 18" Grapevine
wreath, filled with snow covered greens,
sparkling ornaments and snowflake ribbon.

57     Welcoming The Holidays

Decorated by: Karen Zelko. 24" centerpiece
wreath encircled with berries, pinecones and
reindeer ribbon. Complimented by a handsome
buck!

58     Majestic Holiday

Decorated by: Karen Zelko. 30" wreath
centerpiece magnificently decorated with
beautiful ornaments and glistening ribbon. The
display is completed with a gorgeous glass
globe and candled.

59     Simply Christmas

Decorated by: Pat Clemmons, Mary Jo Darin,
Peg Lamping, Sue Putlak. Creamed colored
bear centerpiece embraces a rope collar. Metal
red bells, buffalo plaid leaves, frosted greens
with frosted berries, cream colored balls with
ice covered branches.

60     Polar Bear Express

Decorated by: Sandi Dransfeldt, Jan Hibler. 4'
lighted tree with red and silver bulbs, red
cardinals, red berries and cardinal ribbon. A
12"x15" illuminated stretched canvas cardinal
wall art, Christmas Angel, cardinal tea cup and
easel complete this beautiful display.

61     Christmas Cardinals Appear When Angels Are Near

LOT #

Decorated by: Jan Hibler. Red, White and Blue
ribbon, décor and flags adorn this salute to the
USA. Uncle Sam Reigns! Stars and Stripes
forever! Set of four patriotic cake plates are also
included.

62     God Bless America - Land Of The Free

Decorated by: Sue Cunnea, Sandi Dransfeldt.
Charming grapevine basket filled with greenery,
silk flowers and sparkling ornaments.

63     Country Holiday Basket

Decorated by: Sandi Dransfeldt. Tear drop swag
with silver and red bulbs with cardinals nested
in the swag complete with cardinal ribbon and
pine cones.

64     Cardinals Greetings

Decorated by: Karen Zelko. Rustic charm is
evident in this lighted lantern centerpiece with
woodsy trees, red birds and candles surrounded
by greens and berries.

65     Nature's Beauty

Decorated by: Karen Zelko. 24" centerpiece
wreath complete with sparkling bow, holiday
candle jar holder and holiday scented candle.

66     The Wonderful Scents Of Christmas

Decorated by: Karen Zelko. Charming
windowpane embellished with holiday décor as
you watch for Santa's arrival.

67     Watching For Santa
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Decorated by: Karen Zelko. Rustic pair of
Christmas stockings enhanced with burlap
ribbons, berries and burlap poinsettias.

68     Stockings Were Hung…Country Style

Decorated by: Pat Clemmons, Mary Jo Darin,
Peg Lamping, Sue Putlak. Old fashion mailbox
with frosted evergreens, frosted berries and
green leaves. A beautiful green, red and cream
plaid bow completes this wonderful wall
hanging.

69     North Pole Post Wall Hanging

Decorated by: Karen Zelko. Snow covered
lighted 2' tree fills this rustic pail complete with
red and black buffalo checked ribbon just
waiting to arrive at your home.

70     Fresh Cut Trees In Time For Christmas

Decorated by: Pat Clemmons, Mary Jo Darin,
Peg Lamping, Sue Putlak. Twinkle lighted
galvanized basket filled with gray flannel
checked ribbon. Evergreens, berries, white and
red bulbs, and pinecones compliment the red,
white and black bow. Jingle bells tie the jingle
bell nose. Pinecone tail.

71     Rudolph Centerpiece

Decorated by: JoEllyn Johnson. Lighted frosted
wreath with pinecones, brown ornaments. Four
sweet white birds are perched around it. The
beautiful white deer is embellished with
sequins, glitter and beads with a bird perched
on its back. 2 fir trees and brown charger
complete this centerpiece.

72     Magical Winter Wonderland

LOT #

Decorated by: Sandi Dransfeldt. Wonderful way
to welcome friends and family with a pair of 3'
potted trees for porch or foyer, decorated with
green and red sprays and bows.

73     Welcome Friends To Our Front Porch

Decorated by: Karen Zelko. 6.5' lighted tree
with red, black and white ornaments. Red and
black buffalo plaid ribbon, boots, reindeer
heads, poinsettias and lanterns compliment this
tree. A standing buffalo plaid reindeer
completes this display.

74     Christmas Greetings

Decorated by: JoEllyn Johnson, Terry Keif,
Theresa Lamb. White and silver 5' lighted tree.
Attractively decorated with silver, white and
shades of soft green. Includes a handsomely
Santa dressed in green and a glistening satin
tree skirt. This on SPARKLES!!

75     Wintergreen

Decorated by: Sandi Dransfeldt. 4' lighted tree
in a gray gold bag with golf clubs. Homemade
ornaments (golf balls with tees) complimented
by a beautiful golf embossed ribbon interwoven
throughout the tree. Completing this display is a
golf car ornament just waiting to take you to the
course!

76     Oh Christmas Tee, Oh Christmas Tee

Decorated by: Sandi Dransfeldt. 36" grapevine
wreath with skis, pinecones, sled and burlap
ribbon. Ready for that winter getaway!!

77     Winter At The Ski Lodge
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Decorated by: Tammy Ferguson. Antique
ceiling tile adorned with glittering "diamonds"
sure to add sparkle to that special place in your
home. Ceiling tile is from the Assumption
Catholic Church in Coal City.

78     Majestic Holiday

Decorated by: Karen Zelko. 4' cashmere lighted
tree decorated with flannel ornaments and fur
snowballs, complimented by 2 beautiful
porcelain dolls.

79     Awaiting Christmas

Decorated by: Tammy Ferguson. Antique
ceiling tile embossed with a reindeer in flight.
Grab your hot chocolate, fleece blanket and
enjoy the ride. Ceiling tile is from the
Assumption Catholic Church in Coal City.

80     Sleigh Bells Ring…Are You Ready?

Decorated by: Karen Zelko. Charming country
vase filled with sparkling ornaments and picks
with candles to complete the display.

81     Sparkling Holiday

Decorated by: Sue Cunnea. Jolly snowman fills
this country wreath with berries, rustic bells
and burlap/plaid ribbon.

82     Snowman Holiday Wishes

Decorated by: Tammy Ferguson. Antique
ceiling tile delightfully depicting a trip to
Grandma's to celebrate Christmas…perhaps a
little ice skating too. Ceiling tile is from the
Assumption Catholic Church in Coal City.

83     Off To Grandma's We Go

LOT #

Decorated and Designed by Studio Ferro: Ann
Ferro, Tom Girot and J.D. Glowacki. Our
whimsical decorated tree is a nod to a
MacKinzie-Child's design. Traditional green
tree kissed with Jack Frost silver and fairy dust.
The oversized poinsettia and holly are used to
create a fanciful spectacle with black and white,
updating the season's palette in a united way.
Studio Ferro hopes that our design will bring
much joy and happiness this holiday season.

84     Mad About Plaid

Decorated by: Karen Zelko. Playful children's
cozy display featuring a whimsical Santa,
presents, lighted tree and a chair to cuddle up in
waiting for Santa.

85     Waiting For Santa
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